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Models present creations creations by Stella McCartney during the 2016-2017 fall/winter ready-to-wear collection.

Models wear creations as part of Giambattista Valli’s Fall-winter 2016-2017 ready to wear collection.

Stella Mccartney’s oversized abstractions
Stella McCartney channeled the unexpected. In a highly

imaginative show that was more daring than usual, the
British-American designer Monday morning took familiar
garments and styles and gave them a funky and glamorous
twist. Huge truncated bubble jackets bounced by along-
side enveloping turtle neck gowns and huge wrap around
denim jackets. The first look was among the best - a huge
sleeveless bubble jacket in red velvet that oozed contradic-
tory glamour.

Its stripy accordion pleats in the silk skirt riffed nicely on

the model’s short hair - evoking the Roaring Twenties as
immortalized by F. Scott Fitzgerald in the Great Gatsby. The
opulence of the venue - the grand, gilded hall of the Paris
Opera - only added to the glitz. But this collection also
boasted hidden gems - one delicate peach gown with lace,
pleats and a sheer section which sensually showed off the
leg. Proud father Sir Paul McCartney cheered from the front
row next to his wife Nancy Shevell, who wore embroidered
Stella McCartney jeans with a ruffled cardigan and terracot-
ta coat.

Giambattista Valli’s fine needle
Lauded Italian designer Giambattista Valli got out his

finest couture needle this season. The result was an intri-
cate and delicate collection of stripes and textures - that
was both feminine and complex and peppered with flow-
ers. Myriad patterns on a tight fitting Sixties skirt suit and
coat-dress created a blurry, marbled image in black and
white and blue. 

The optical play was then further evoked with a boot-
style that was used throughout the 47-piece show that fea-
tured dozens of fine black straps fastening all the way to
the knee. Silhouettes didn’t stray from Valli’s bread-and-
butter A-line mini look and floor length cocktail gowns -
but there were some stylish variations, such as a white A-
line bib that hung like a fringe on a look worn by model-of-
the-minute Gigi Hadid.


